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BLT Chair
We are now
getting into
what is
probably BLT’s
busiest season
with many
dates for the
diary.
After the
fabulous
Brassed Off, complete with real
miners’ helmets, a genuine brass
band who looked like they were
enjoying the experience as much as
we enjoyed watching them and some
great ad libbing in the ‘rehearsal’
scenes, we move swiftly into The
Weir, our latest bar production. That
is followed by The Glass Menagerie in
November and the build up to Oliver!
in December. On top of all of this we
have BLT’s Christmas Party to look
forward to on 20 December and The
Tribute to Howard Wilson evening on
7 January. The Christmas Party is free
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Steve Williams and Richard Stewart in Brassed Off

to members and is a great evening. I
always feel it marks the start to the
serious run up to Christmas festivities
and if possible I make it my last day
at work before the holidays. This
year, as always, there will be Father
Christmas (still looking a lot like my
husband), live music and wonderful
food. The latter will be brought to
us by Liz Hall returning specially
from the North and it will be a great
chance to catch up with both her and
Tim who have been greatly missed.
The Tribute to Howard Wilson will
give us a real lift at the other end
of the holiday season. A warm and
entertaining evening is promised
for all of Howard’s many friends and
admirers, complete with tea and
cakes (of course), a few surprises and
the golden thread of Howard’s legacy
to all aspects of the theatre running
throughout.

of theatre work that are so critical to
being able to run a theatre and put
on productions. What many may not
realise is the subtantial work that
has had to be put in of late to assure
ourselves that the electrical system
is safe and works. This has been
critical work that initially we thought
would cost us nearly £10,000. In
practice, through coordination by
Richard Cornwell, and hours of time
from Colin Martin and Phil Swallow,
we have been able to keep the use of
outside contractors to a minimum,
saving the theatre thousands of
pounds. I am very grateful indeed for
this huge effort and thank them on
behalf of all of us.
Samantha Barrass

I would also like to draw attention
to one of the many unseen aspects
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Winter is just around the corner and once the
clocks go back in a few days time we shall have
to endure a prolonged period of darkness. I for
one don’t relish leaving the house in the dark
and emerging from the office after the sun has
gone down. However, the perfect antidote to cold
dark nights is to spend more time at the theatre!
An evening at the theatre is a great chance to
gather together and enjoy stimulating drama and
entertainment. There is plenty to look forward to
at BLT this winter.
Following The Weir, on Friday 4th November Brian John will be hosting his
legendary quiz night which always tests even the smartest eggheads. No need to
book, just turn up and join a team, or better still bring some friends along.
November’s main show is The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams, directed

by Robert Dilks. There is a preview elsewhere in Spotlights but this superb play
about youthful ambition and the burden of expectation runs from the 11th -19th
November.
We are also looking forward to our Christmas show, Oliver!, a story which has
held the hearts of audiences since its release in the 1960s as a musical and as a
book for nearly two hundred years. Our production, directed by Paul Johnson,
promises to impress. Many dates are already sold out so you are advised to book
your tickets as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.
Another date for the diary is the 20th December when we will be hosting
the ever popular BLT Christmas Party. Once again this will be free and
entertainment will be provided. More details will be revealed nearer the time
but rest assured Santa will be in attendance.
Finally, I need to mention that the Extraordinary General Meeting will be held
on 12th January 2012 at 8pm. The agenda includes approving the accounts for
2010/11 and the price of subscriptions. Please come along to have your say.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all those of you who have responded
to recent appeals for help and volunteers. On other pages we ask again for
people to get involved in the many tasks that need to be done to keep the theatre
functioning and ensure that the shows go on. Please take a look at the roles
described and have a think about ways in which you might be able to make a
difference to the theatre! Thanks very much for your support and I look forward
to seeing you at a forthcoming event!
Dominic Howell
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Whipping It Up
My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen.
Unaccustomed as I am to public
writing this is my review of Whipping
It Up. This fantastically funny satire
on the state of British politics delivers
more twists and laughs than the
tabloid reported escapades of a backbencher. Tim Hinchcliffe has expertly
lead his party on a performance
that delivers the highest calibre of
political entertainment that would
rival The Thick Of It or The West Wing.

The show follows an eventful evening
in the Conservatives’ whips’ office.
Poised on the brink of failure during
a bill vote on gypsy tent pole rights
the whips are doing what they do
best. Twisting their constituents
with a smile and a forceful hand
to vote the party line. All the while
they are set to be scuppered by a
tenacious opposing Labour whip and
an opportunistic journalist primed to
unveil a bigger story that will shatter
the office, the party and perhaps the
system of government.

The front man of the whips, Alastair,
played by Duncan King, took control
of his team with such control that
even his boss didn’t realise that
Alastair was the one running the
office. Duncan played the fork
tongued whip with oozing charm it
would have been easy to loath him.
Instead he creates an incredibly
likeable character who glides through
scenes with the sleakness of a shark,
and as such, always has that potential
for ferocity simmering below the
surface. A true pleasure to watch. In
opposition was his Labour party rival

Delia. Just as cunning and cut-throat
as Alistair but with the added weapon
of female allure making her almost
too much of a match for him. Claire
McRandal’s portrayal fired a barrage
of political banter at the public school
boy proving she was man enough to
walk the halls with these boys. As
such the scenes between Claire and
Duncan were easily the highlights
of the show with the two coming
together and butting heads. Just like
a yin-yang they proved to be the
perfect foil for each other to the point
that you never really knew who was
the victor.
And if they provided the tension then
Stevie Hughes as Tim easily provided
some of the biggest laughs. Acting on
his inexperience as the office “new
boy” you never knew if he was just
playing dumb. The revelation when
the whips’ plan came to light filled
me with a little “Hurrah” that Tim had
come good in the end. Supporting the
plan all the way was Paul Ackroyd
as The Chief who was these days
just the lead singer of the band of
whips although he could still fire
out a good tune. With a degree of
subtlety he was beautifully played
opposite the boys as the voice of
experience while still allowing them
to go out and make a few mistakes for
themselves. Fly in the ointment, Guy,
bungled into the office in the form of
Richard Trantom. A delicious blend
of nervousness and eagerness made
this to be a memorable character that
could easily have been throw away.
Finally the duplicitous Maggie, who
wormed her way in undercover and
instantly transformed her character
once rumbled and was safe in the
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hands of Jane Lobb. The glee as she
duped naïve Tim and went up against
the big guns of Alastair couldn’t
help but delight. Her confidence in
herself was ultimately her undoing
when she thought she’d played the
boys at their own game only to be
scuppered the second the door closed
behind her. A fun female voice in a
male heavy play. There was easily a
seventh character in the play and that
would be the office itself. It played a
key role expressing the working lives
of the whips and all the while being
the keeper of the secrets behind
her walls. Tony Jenner and his team
delivered a set that looked as though
it had been ripped straight out of
the House of Commons. With such
attention to detail its a credit to Chris
Stewart and his back stage crew that
the chaos ran with such control and
efficiency.
Whipping it up is one of those shows
I half begrudge writing a review
for. The time has passed on and
so has the opportunity to see it. I
think it’s time to introduce a new
policy whereby a preview is written
by a viewer in the closing days of
rehearsal and posted online. My
fellow constituents, I call for a vote!
Rt. Hon Wayne Sheridan

Photography: Phil Cairnes
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uncomfortable.

Can an iconic film make an iconic
play? And if the film precedes the
play must the play mirror the film in
order to be deemed a success? This
question occurred to me both before
and after watching Brassed Off at
BLT. There was so much to admire
in Pauline Armour’s production and
I will admire away in a moment but
I couldn’t help feeling it was despite
the way the play was written and
not because of it. The play was the
film made flesh with in excess of
forty scenes taking place in a wide
variety of locations, some taking
less than a couple of minutes. It
meant that Pauline had to use all her
famed theatrical ingenuity to cope
with the technicalities of the play
but sometimes at the expense of the
characterisation and as an audience
member I sometimes felt frustrated
by the snippets set before me.The
whirligig of scene changes, whether
involving
furniture
or the
constantly
altering
projected
backdrop,
meant I
was not as
involved
as I might
have been.
That’s my

reservation dealt with and let’s face
it is not for BLT directors to go round
rewriting playwright’s material but
Paul Allen did not, I feel, do director
and actors any favours by sticking so
rigidly to the film’s structure.
But I come to praise this production
of Brassed Off not to bury it. Despite
my reservations about the number
of scenes projected on the screens
the idea was excellent and executed
very professionally. There were no
longeurs and the pace sparkled.
What a pleasure to see Julie Cocker
and Holly Marsh join in the miners’
wives rallying cry with such gusto
and provide real energy to the
proceedings. I enjoyed Emma Kerby-

Evans’s bossy Vera and I thought
Kay O’Dea’s Rita was an outstanding
performance: the scene when the two
drunken couples come back from a
lock in and play at falling into each
others’ arms was beautifully judged
as it showed that it wasn’t all grim
up North and the audience got a real
sense of the fondness and fun that
can exist even at the most challenging
of times. Bob Etherington and Tim
O’Keefe playing the ‘weak’ husbands
who can’t quite bring themselves to
face the ire of Danny and quit the
band clearly enjoyed themselves and
as a result the audience did too.
Chris Learmonth (playing Andy)
conveyed very well both the cocksure
swaggering cheeky chappy of the
earlier scenes and the hurt and
confused lover whose conscience
can’t allow himself to pursue love
with the forces of ‘management’.
Ami Williamson as Gloria was
indeed glorious: she looked so cool
and elegant and her anger at being
‘betrayed’ by her employer was
well demonstrated. And now to the
dark heart of the piece:the three
generations of a family torn apart by
the horror of debt and the threat of
homelessness. Steve Williams gave
a bravura performance as Phil and
his near suicide scene as he burst
through the trapdoor in the stage in
full clown’s outfit was very affecting.
Julie Binysh as his long suffering
wife Sandra was playing so against
type as to deserve praise although
I felt her character benefited least
from the constant ebb and flow of
action as we barely got to know her.
However her scenes with her two
young children played when I saw it
by Oliver Barrass and Amir Thomas
were moving and the warmth
between mother and children felt
natural. Richard Stewart coped
manfully or should that be boyfully
with the combined duties of narrator
and eight year old and it is testament
to his acting skills that this never felt
5

All those who have watched the
film will remember the late Pete
Postlethwaite in one of his finest
roles . The best praise I can give Dan
Armour is that I forgot about Pete
Postlethwaite entirely on his first
entrance and for me he was Danny.
The rousing speech at the end when
he rejects the trophy and tells the
Albert Hall why it is a barnstormer
and did not
disappoint.
I liked the
effect of
having
Sandra and
the children
in the
audience to
witness it
and cheer
him on.

And
finally no
production
of Brassed Off can take place without
a live brass band and the members of
the Beckenham Concert Band coped
magnificently with the restrictions
of the tiny stage producing lovely
music directed so ably by John
Hargreaves. I found the cross over of
skills between band members and
actors particularly impressive as the
actors really looked like they were
playing their instruments (they must
have practised long and hard) and the
band members looked natural and
comfortable on stage indulging in the
occasional rhubarb rhubarb with the
other members of the cast. They can
come and audition for me anytime.
Well done to all involved in Brassed
Off. I’m sorry not to mention the
crew but you obviously did a great
job coping with the complexity of
the technical challenges and overall
this was another excellent piece of
ensemble work by BLT.
Abi Topley

Photography: Chris Stewart

Photography: Phil Cairnes
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OFF

Stalling in the
High Street
Friday 30 September saw several members of BLT out in Bromley High Street manning a publicity stall kindly allocated by
Bromley Council rent free ! I had ordered sweatshirts with our logo for us all to wear thinking it would be autumnal, then I
heard the weather forecast -29 degrees !! I rang the sweatshirt company and within two days they managed to provide us
with T shirts again suitably decorated with our logo. Many thanks to Nuform Promotions.
A wonderful banner was provided free of charge by David Stoneham and Peach Design and we must send out grateful
thanks to them. It certainly made the stall stand out in the crowd.
We took along boxes of leaflets with details of the theatre, next year’s programme, copies of Spotlights and membership
forms. We nearly ran out by 5.00pm such was the interest from the public. We also managed to get details of various people
who would be interested in helping with set building and painting etc. They will all be invited to an “Open evening” to see
the theatre.
Grateful thanks must go to all those who helped on the day, or
before, and also to Jan Greenhough who, despite being at home
with an injured foot , managed to paint some model sets for us to
have on the stall.
Despite the heat, we all felt it was well worth doing. The market
site manager has said that we would be welcome any Friday –
“that’s great” we replied. “But not too soon!”
Next outing – Thursday 24 November Bromley’s Christmas
Parade. !! Any offers???
Pat Jones

BLT’s Annual Christmas Party
BLT bar.
Live music with John & Keith
food & mulled wine
plus a few festive surprises,
Tickets are FREE but places are
limited to 100 people

contact the Box Office to book now. (Tel: 07917 853621 or Email: boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org)

Tuesday 20th December - 7.30pm
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BAGS, STICKERS AND SWEATSHIRTS !
Help us to promote Bromley Little Theatre by wearing one of our stylish new sweatshirts - black with red and white
logo - only £15.00, or carry one of our “posh” shoppers - again black with red and white logo - only £4.00. Take us
with you wherever you go in the form of a car window sticker - self adhesive vinyl, goes on the interior of the rear
windscreen, easily removeable, leaves no sticky mess - only £1.00.
All merchandise will be available in the theatre- look out for the display.

THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE

An Extraordinary General Meeting of
Bromley Little Theatre Playgoers is
to be held in the theatre on Thursday
12th January at 7.30pm to discuss
subscription rates and accounts.
All members are welcome

THUR

THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE

THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE

SDAY

12
JANU
A

RY

THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE THE DATE • SAVE

Forgot to book your
BLT tickets in time?

Try the new free email
bulletins service.
Signing up is easy: just visit the BLT website (www.bromleylittletheatre.org)
and enter your email address in the box on the front page. Or simply email
bulletins@bromleylittletheatre.org and type “Sign Me Up” in the subject line.
Either way, you’ll automatically receive a timely reminder to book before
every show, so you needn’t miss a thing. Happy days!
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Howard Wilson: Tribute Evening
All members who would like to attend are invited to come and celebrate the life of a
much loved member of BLT.
The event will take place on Saturday 7th January 2012, starting at 7:30pm. The bar will
be open and a buffet supper will be provided.
Please email artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org if you intend coming or if you have any
questions. All are welcome but we would like to have some idea of numbers so that we
can cater appropriately.

If you would like to bring some homemade biscuits or cakes for us to eat on the evening
as your own small tribute to Howard, please email Christine, howardwilson2004@tiscali.
co.uk .

2012 Membership is now due

To be involved in the theatre in any of the ways on the next page or even watching shows
persons must be members of Bromley Little Theatre. Membership also includes six copies of
this magazine every year and a discounted ticket rate. To take advantage, just fill out the form
below and return to the theatre with payment (please do not post cash or leave cash in the
theatre)

I would also like to sign up for BLT’s bulletin service.
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YOUR THEATRE NEEDS YOU!
The success of every show at BLT isn’t just down to the actors on stage. There’s a large supporting cast of volunteers required
to make it all happen. You’ll find these people backstage, front of house, behind the bar and even in the kitchen. The success of
BLT depends on them. Could you be one? It only takes maybe a few hours a month, yet it’s extremely rewarding. As long as
you’re a member there are so many ways you can get involved:
FRONT OF HOUSE
These roles can take up as little as an hour and a half a month and they’re a perfect way of getting to know other members.
Kitchen servers: Can you spare an hour and a half to rustle up interval refreshments every once in a while? Then this is definitely
your cup of tea. For more details contact Dominic Howell (07810 521617 or dominich@bromleylittletheatre.org)
Bar servers: All we ask is about 4 hours once a month. Don’t worry if you don’t know your Bitter from your Beaujolais, we’ll
show you the ropes. Contact Pauline Pead (01689 870326 or 07790634959)
Front of House Managers: Collecting tickets…looking after the audience… liaising with the backstage crew…Front of House
can seem like a daunting job, but there’s nothing to it really.    Again, all it takes is about 4 hours on a performance night. You
don’t even have to wear an evening suit. Contact Keith Jeremiah (07946 389573 or keithj@bromleylittletheatre.org)
Box Office: We need people to man the Box Office on performance nights (for about 2-3 hours) and to help out with bookings
between shows. Contact Sue Clarke (07917 853621 or susanc@bromleylittletheatre.org)
BACKSTAGE
Can you saw, sew, use a computer, wield a paint brush, read a book, drive screws or just push a button when told to? Then there’s
a job for you here. Levels of time commitment vary, but the enjoyment levels don’t. Don’t worry if you’ve never done it before,
we’ll show you how. Specific roles include:
Sound and lighting operators and designers: It’s very easy to learn the basics of operating. You’ll need to commit to at least
half or preferably all the performances of a show, including last few rehearsals. The process usually involves just pressing a
button when told to. Designing is more challenging, but even more rewarding! Either way we’ll give you full instruction and
mentoring. Contact Keith Jeremiah (07946 389573 or keithj@bromleylittletheatre.org)
Wardrobe and costumes: BLT has a large costume store which constantly threatens to take over the basement. That’s why we
need people to help to maintain it and select and adapt costumes for specific shows. Workload obviously varies show to show, but
generally you would be needed for a few evenings during the rehearsal period – and perhaps ready to deploy an emergency needle
and thread during the run! Contact Julie Binysh (07790 572160 or julie.binysh@btinternet.com)
Set design and construction: One show per month in the main auditorium means less than three weeks to build each set. So
we need as much help as possible. You don’t have to be an expert DIY-er; if you can bang nails in, screw screws or wield
a paintbrush that’s fine. And ladies, don’t think that set-building is a male preserve! There’s always plenty of dressing and
decoration to be done. You’ll be following a design, so it’s not difficult. The level of commitment is up to you, but a couple
of evenings a week during the build period would help enormously. As a rule, work starts the Sunday after each show finishes.
Contact Dominic Howell (07810 521617 or dominich@bromleylittletheatre.org)
Stage management: Stage Managers run the show: lights, sound, actors, everything. SM-ing demands experience, so the best
place to start is as an Assistant Stage Manager (or ASM). You’ll be given simple tasks by the Stage Manager and you’ll be
surprised how quickly you pick things up. Generally, ASMs are expected to commit to the full run of a show including last few
rehearsals. Contact Keith Jeremiah (07946 389573 or keithj@bromleylittletheatre.org)
ELECTRONICS, I.T. AND GRAPHIC DESIGN
Electronics, I.T. and the Internet are all playing an increasingly important part in the operation of the theatre. If you have skills
in any of these areas and can help us to make the most of this technology, please let us know. We’d also love to hear from you if
you have graphic design skills, or if you have some knowledge of designing and maintaining websites. Contact Keith Jeremiah
(07946 389573 or keithj@bromleylittletheatre.org)
MAINTENANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Being an elderly building there are always lots of little repairs to do both inside and outside BLT. The beauty is, these tasks are
rarely tied to production schedules so can be fitted in around other commitments. If you have building trade skills of any sort
or are just a competent DIY-er, why not let us know how much time you can spare and we’ll work out how to make use of you?
Contact Keith Jeremiah on 07946 389573 or keithj@bromleylittletheatre.org
Remember, It doesn’t matter how much time you’re prepared to give or what skills you have. Whatever you can do and whenever
you can do it, there are plenty of opportunities to join in and make our wonderful theatre even better.
You don’t have to be in a show to be a star.
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The Glass Menagerie

OLIVER!

by Tennessee Williams,
Director: Robert Dilks.

by Lionel Bart,
Director: Paul Johnson.
Musical Director: Andy Hall.
Choreographer: Sheila McNaught.

11th - 19th November

9th - 17th December

Tennessee Williams is now
recognised as one of the greatest
twentieth century American
playwrights who changed the
direction of world theatre.
Perhaps the most influential play
to kick start that change was ‘The
Glass Menagerie’ It is still today
one of Tennessee Williams most
popular plays.
One of the reasons that Williams’
play remains popular is that it
still feels remarkably fresh due
to it containing many revolutionary theatrical devices.
Williams’ called it a ‘memory play’ and uses the character
of Tom as a narrator to highlight that the audience is
witnessing a selection of past events. The plays’ structure
is episodic; although there is a narrative arc through the
play, it is essentially constructed as a series of scenes over
a period of time and Williams never concerns himself with
informing the audience about how much time as elapsed
between them.

Charles Dickens’ timeless story
of how workhouse orphan,
Oliver Twist, is cruelly sold to an
undertakers, only to escape and
make his way to London where
he is befriended by a gang of
thieves before being discovered
by his real grandfather, is famous
the world over.
Lionel Bart’s Oscar-winning
musical adaptation is arguably
just as well known.
BLT is thrilled to be producing
the show as the climax to our 2011 season, with a record
cast of 45 performers each night. Directed by Paul Johnson
(David Frost & Sid James in 2010 and director of the BLT
Sarnies, Glengarry Glen Ross, Noises Off etc...) you can
expect the full works including a live onstage orchestra and
choreographed numbers.
Come and see some of musical theatre’s most famous
characters including Mr Bumble, Oliver, Dodger, Fagin,
Nancy and Bill Sykes, singing such unforgettable songs
as Food, Glorious Food, Where Is Love, Consider Yourself,
You’ve Got to Pick a Pocket or Two, I’d Do Anything, Oom
Pah Pah, Who Will Buy, As Long As He Needs Me... and
more.
Book your tickets early - Oliver! is set to sell out long
before opening night and you really won’t want to miss
out on what is sure to be one of the most talked-about BLT
shows of recent years.

The play is very lyrical, at times comic, at times poetic,
frustrating and heartbreakingly sad.
The story of the play is very autobiographical. Abandoned
by her husband, Amanda Wingfield comforts herself with
recollections of her earlier, more gracious life in Blue
Mountain when she was pursued by ‘gentleman callers’.
Her son Tom, a poet with a job in a warehouse, longs
for adventure and escape from his mother’s suffocating
embrace, while Laura, her shy crippled daughter, has her
glass menagerie and her memories. Amanda is desperate
to find her daughter a husband, but when the long awaited
gentleman caller does arrive, Laura’s romantic illusions are
crushed.

CAST:

We have a wonderful cast to bring this play to the stage.
Alex Marshall will return to BLT, after his debut in The
Talented Mr Ripley to play son Tom. We then welcome
a real live mother and daughter, Sue Williams to play
mother Amanda, and her daughter Laura Kenward to play
daughter Laura. Andrew Newbon, you will remember
Andrew’s starring role in The Graduate, completes the cast
as Jim the gentleman caller.
The Glass Menagerie, Tennessee Williams’ evocation of
loneliness and lost love is one of his most powerful and
moving plays don’t miss it.

Cast:

Tom: Alex Marshall

Amanda: Sue Williams

Laura: Laura Kenward
Jim: Andrew Newbon
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Oliver: Josh Williams / Laurence Read
Mr. Bumble: Arthur Rochester
Widow Corney: Gwen Godwin
Mr. Sowerberry: Tom Collins
Mrs. Sowerberry: Cindy Dobberson
Noah Claypole: Luke Fawcett
Charlotte: Emma Kehoe Lamond
The Artful Dodger: Tom Beasley / Josh O’Sullivan
Charley Bates: Ethan Galloway / George Mather
Fagin: Alan Brown
Nancy: Jessica-Ann Jenner
Bet: Abbea Jackson
Bill Sykes: Tim Hinchliffe
Mrs Bedwin: Jane Buckland
Mr. Brownlow: tbc
Doctor Grimwig: John Maslen
Old Sally: Catherine Ross
Rose Seller: tbc
Milk Maid: Timmy Wright
Strawberry Seller: Juliet Hogarth
Knife Grinder: Tom Collins
Bookshop Boy: Matthew Cook / tbc
Bow Street Runners: Tom Collins + 1 (tbc)

G

Adult Chorus

George Mather,
Sarah Mustafa,
Niamh O’Brien,
Lois Stanley,
Katie Holland,
Samuel Holland,
Sophie Holmes,
Beth Spain,
Jake Swaffield,
Anna Ueding,
Melody Argent,
Zackery Beal,
Matthew Cook,
Ethan Galloway,
Emmie Loyal,
Libby Maclellan,
Caitlin Smyth,
Poppy Witton,
Rosie Adams,
Jessica Farquharson,
Kiera Haynes,
Alexandria O’Neill,
Yasmin Prince.

Hannah O’Dowd,
Juliet Hogarth (Strawberry Seller),
John Maslen,
Luke Fawcett,
Tom Collins,
Emma Kehoe Lamond,
Francesca Aston,
Timmy Wright (Milk Maid),
Catherine Ross,
Maureen Persiva,
Meryl Morant,
Stephanie Friend,
Cindy Dobberson.

Workhouse Orphans, Fagin’s Pickpockets &
Children’s Chorus
Mae Daws,
Florence Dore,
Rosa Gensale,
Megan Hitchcock,

Thanks from BRASSED OFF
If you were amongst the
members of our audience for
BRASSED OFF from Monday
10th Oct To Saturday 15th you
may well have contributed to
our collection for five miners
who were killed in two separate
incidents whilst we were rehearsing
the show. The collection took the form of
selling of GO GRIMLEY badges. We asked that
people contributed what they wanted to give
rather than fix a price for each badge and with
the aid of some
(not so) gentle
persuasion from
Pauline Pead
we managed to
raise £640 which
we are now in
the process of
distributing to the relevant support funds
for the miners’ families. The cast and crew
of BRASSED OFF wish to thank our audience
members for their wonderful generosity.

GO
Y
E
L
M
GRI

Our thanks must also be given
to the Beckenham Concert
Band without whom it would
not have been so successful
a show. As Pauline Armour
writes in the Programme for
the show:

John Hargreaves and his colleagues from the
Beckenham Concert Band are central to this
production and it is fantastic to work with such a
talented group of musicians. I am not entirely sure
that they knew what they were letting themselves
in for when they agreed to be a part of the cast of
Brassed Off but they have taken ‘to the boards’ as
it were with great ease and exceptional panache.
In addition, they have been extremely generous in
lending their spare instruments to our actors and
bearing with good humour the terrible sounds that
have subsequently been elicited by the excited but
sadly inept actors... but only inept, i hasten to add,
when their hands are full of tuba!!

To the band we express our gratitude and hope
they had enough of a taste of BLT to want to be
involved in future plays.
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BRASSED OFF

Diary
Dates
4th November - 8.00pm

BLT Quiz

11th - 19th November

The Glass Menagerie
by Tennessee Williams
Directed by Robert Dilks
9th - 17th December

Oliver!

by Lionel Bart
Directed by Paul Johnson
20th December - 7.30pm

Christmas Party

Whipping It Up

12th January - 8.00pm

EGM

20th - 28th January

California Suite
I� T�� B��

by Neil Simon
Directed by Nikki Packham
2nd - 5th February

Bombshells

by Joanna Murray-Smith
Directed by Jane Lobb

16th - 24th March

After The Dance

by Terence Rattigan
Directed by Pauline Armour
20th - 28th April

Equus

by Peter Shaffer
Directed by Tony Jenner
NB: No show on Sundays except for Oliver!
For the latest details on BLT’s shows and
auditions, please visit our website:

www.bromleylittletheatre.org
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